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The Challenge
As America’s population ages, demand for retirement and assisted living 
communities is growing.  In an increasingly competitive market, it helps to be able 
to offer new services that provide real benefits supporting the well-being of their 
customers.  Capri Senior Communities is leading the way with a high definition 
video calling system designed to connect families with their loved ones.  

The Solution
With Tely HD, residents at Capri Senior Communities can now easily keep in touch 
with their families and friends, wherever they may be, in a high-definition video 
call.  When asked about the decision to offer the service, Director of Operations 
for Independent Living Jennifer Kessel says, “We are always looking for ways to 
improve the quality of life for our residents.  Families tell us how they wish they 
could visit more, and residents are so much happier when they get to see their 
family.” 
 
High-definition video calling provides a level of communication that simply isn’t 
available on a telephone call.  Seeing an elderly parent’s facial expressions, body 
language and even witnessing their level of physical mobility adds a great deal to 
the experience of connectedness and accompanying peace of mind.  For senior 
community residents, the solution can help avoid the feelings of social isolation that 
can have a negative effect on health. 
 
The emotional benefits of staying connected with far-away family members can be 
profound for both community residents and their relatives.  Jo Ann Miller, whose 
mother lives at a Capri community in Milwaukee, moved to Alaska in 1978.  “It’s 
hard to describe how very grateful we are for this service,” she says.  “If it wasn’t for 
this, we would only see my mother twice a year.  I can see her every week now, that 
makes a huge difference.”
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Ease of use is the biggest attraction for users.  
Video calls can be made and received at the push 
of a button.  “ “
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The Benefits
Josh Silldorff, founder of Milwaukee-based service provider, BrightLife Innovations, 
installs and manages Tely HD systems from Tely for Capri communities as part 
of his comprehensive managed video calling service, EasyConnect HD.  Silldorff 
designed his offering – an integrated set of systems, processes and apps - based 
on personal experience of the difficulties in trying to stay connected with a senior in 
a care facility several states away.   
 
Initially frustrated by the lack of easy to use, affordable and reliable video 
conferencing systems, Silldorff found that the launch of the Tely HD changed 
the landscape completely.  “As soon as I began working with Tely as an industry 
partner, my service just took off,” says Silldorff.  “The Tely HD allows us to deliver 
a truly simplified video calling experience.  It fits our unique approach and process 
that we developed to eliminate the complexity of video calling.  It was the missing 
piece of the puzzle, and a breakthrough in video conferencing technology.” 
 
The Tely HD is a standalone device with built in wide-angle lens, HD camera and 
microphones that uses a standard HDTV for video calls.  It requires no computer, 
software installation or monthly fee and includes Skype, Wi-Fi and AES 256 
standards-based security.  The device provides the ability to connect with anyone, 
anywhere.  Because Tely HD is Skype certified, residents can communicate with 
any Skype enabled devices, no matter where they are located.  
 
A key element underpinning the Tely HD’s popularity in the Capri communities is 
Silldorff’s EasyConnect HD service, which manages all aspects of the system from 
setup assistance to scheduling, plus online and live support for care facilities, family 
members and friends.  
 
Ease of use is the biggest attraction for users.  Video calls can be made and 
received at the push of a button.  “The best part about it is the simplicity.  The 
residents are amazed at how easy it is, and that’s why this will take off,” Ms. Kessel 
affirmed.


